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Source: NPR

https://www.npr.org/2019/01/16/685857177/real-fake-news-activists-circulate-counterfeit-editions-of-the-washington-post


What is Disinformation?



What is Disinformation?

• Fake news

• Misinformation

• Disinformation



Fake News

A politically loaded term; 
not terribly useful



Misinformation

• Unintentional or inadvertent spread of inaccurate 
information 

• Lack of malicious intent



Misinformation

• Satire and parody contain false 
information, but are presented as 
entertainment



Misinformation

• Satire and parody contain false 
information, but are presented as 
entertainment

• Reliable news outlets make errors 
that are subsequently corrected



Disinformation

• Deliberate spread of inaccurate information

• Intent can be to influence politics directly or simply to 
make a profit



Source: Tampa Bay Times

https://www.tampabay.com/news/politics/national/politifacts-2016-lie-of-the-year-fake-news/2306159


Why Is This a Problem Right Now?

1. Declining trust

2. More sources of information

3. Technology for content creation



Declining Trust



Declining Trust



Declining Trust

Declining trust in the press implies that we no longer 
have commonly accepted sources of news and 
information

• I have sources of information that I personally trust, 
and you have sources that you personally trust

• However, I don’t trust your sources and you don’t 
trust mine

• So, why would we agree on what’s true/accurate?



More Sources of Information



More Sources of Information



More Sources of Information

Not all new sources are necessarily reliable. Do 
citizens have the tools to determine which sources 
they can trust?



Technology for Content Creation

Image and video manipulation tools are:

• High quality

• Easy to use

• Readily available



Technology for Content Creation



Technology for Content Creation

“Deepfake” videos use advanced algorithms for 
machine learning to digitally alter individual frames of 
video and make it appear as though a person is doing 
or saying something completely different from what 
they actually said or did



Technology for Content Creation

Recently:

• Video of Nancy Pelosi edited to make her look 
drunk/seriously ill

• Partially as a response, deepfake video of Mark 
Zuckerberg released to challenge Facebook’s policies



Technology for Content Creation

Recently:

• Video of Nancy Pelosi edited to make her look 
drunk/seriously ill

• Partially as a response, deepfake video of Mark 
Zuckerberg released to challenge Facebook’s policies

How long until this technology is directly inserted into 
the 2020 presidential election?



Implications for Elections

Multiple distinct threats to electoral integrity:

• False information about candidates and parties 
intended to persuade voters to change their votes

• False information about voting procedures intended 
to prevent citizens from voting or invalidate their votes

• False information about elections designed to 
undermine confidence in democracy



Possible Solutions?
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• Improved fact-checking?



Fact-Checking

Psychological factors that contribute to the spread of 
disinformation also make it hard to combat false beliefs
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Fact-Checking

Psychological factors that contribute to the spread of 
disinformation also make it hard to combat false beliefs

• Cognitive consistency and confirmation bias

• “Belief echoes”

There are practical barriers to effective fact-checking, 
as well



Possible Solutions?

• Hoping for better behavior

• Improved fact-checking
• Can be part of the answer, but not sufficient



Possible Solutions?

• Hoping for better behavior

• Improved fact-checking

• Regulatory solutions?



Regulatory Solutions

Changing our regulatory approach to digital media is 
practical, if politically difficult

• Specifically, social media companies need to bear 
greater responsibility for disinformation promoted 
through their networks



Regulatory Solutions

Changing our regulatory approach to digital media is 
practical, if politically difficult

• Specifically, social media companies need to bear 
greater responsibility for disinformation promoted 
through their networks

• Mid-twentieth century regulation of AT&T and of 
radio/TV broadcasters can help point us in the right 
direction
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Possible Solutions?

• Hoping for better behavior

• Improved fact-checking

• Regulatory solutions

• Media literacy and election literacy efforts to help 
citizens navigate an increasingly difficult environment



Thank You!


